Hiking experience in the Bavarian Alps

We wish you warm heartly welcome in the beautiful Alps of
Germany!
We start our trip in the fascinating Capital of Bavaria; Munich. After sightseeing we drive to the
Alps where our hiking begins. Hiking is a wonderful way to spend your time in the nature and
enjoy the fresh air. If you add to this fantastic scenery, nice company and bavarian specialites with
beer or organic wine, life is perfect!
Our hiking tour is suitable for anyone with a normal health condition. The tours we are going are
full of changing views. We go with 2 experienced tourguides, with whom we manage all kinds of
gradients.
During a hiking tour you feel the environment with all your senses. When we arrive at the top of
the mountain, a picknick tastes heavenly! When you finally see the roof of our cabin after several
hours of hiking there is no doubt that you will fall into a state of euphoria and shout out loud:
”I MADE IT!”
This is our plan:

1. day, Friday
An early flight to Munich. Welcome to Germany! We will be there to pick you up and bring you
directly to the Old City of Munich. Your first ”hiking” starts right here, we will be walking through
the city and showing you the nicest places and telling you about the facinating buildings and the
amazing history of Bavaria.

In the late afternoon we will take you to the Gasthaus, where you find a ”gemütliche” restaurant.
”Gemütlich” is the German word for Bavarian laid-back atmosphere. Here we enjoy real Bavarian
specialites with organic wine tasting.

2. day. Saturday
Lets’s enjoy a real bavarian breakfast at the Gasthaus and then head to the Alps! Take your
backpack on your back and we start! We wander up to the alpine cabin and leave our stuff there,
taking with us only a light bag for the day tour. On our way we will have a picknick and if you like,
a swim in a lake. The route is very diversified and full of stunning sceneries.

In the evening we return in our Alphouse and have a little bit of time to rest, before we enjoy an
alpine dinner together. In the cabin we can spend the evening with playing cards or other social
games.

3. day. Sunday
For yoga-lovers the day begins with some exercises by sunrise. After that we have a breakfast at the
cabin and our day tour can begin! On our way we will have some snacks. If you are interested to
learn some German, we can practise it during the day. Why not try something new and wander for
a while barefoot? This gives you even a closer connection to nature.
In the afternoon we return to our cabin and we will have some time to relax. Later we enjoy
together some Bavarian specialities.

4. day. Monday
Our day begins with some yoga and streching. That is the ideal way to wake up all your muscles
and bones.

After our breakfast we pack our backpacks and
leave the cabin. We hike down to the parking
place and drive a few kilometers to see a
beautiful natural waterfall. If all of the group are
interested, we can also visit the RiedelGlaswerke, world famous artisan manufacturer
of glass, in Kufstein. The ”Sinnfonie” offered
there is very beautiful.

From here we return slowly towards Munich and
the way home can begin.

Date:

01. – 04.06.2018 + bookable upon agreement all year

In the price is included :
- Pick up and drop off at the Munich Airport or Central Station Munich
- Walking sightseeing in Munich
- All the transfers mentioned in the program
- Every day a breakfast
- Picknic during the hiking tours
- Overnight stay in a family Gasthaus and in an alpine cabin
- Friday, Saturday and Sunday a dinner (drinks are not included)
- Guided hiking tours
- One organic wine tasting
- Monday a day trip with guidance
Price: 580,-- € / Person. The journey starts and ends in Munich, own getting there. The
minimum number of participants are 4 people. After a confirmation there is a deposit payment of
200 € due and the rest of payment at the latest 2 months before the trip. We reserve the
right to make changes in the program.
1 night in a family Gasthaus about 30 km from Munich, in a shared double room. 2 nights in a
alpine cabin in a shared room with other participants, ”Bettenlager”. Both houses are family owned
and of original Bavarian style. Both have a restaurant, a terrace and a breathtaking view!
We assume no responsibility nor liability for accidents, damages illness, damaging of equipment or
theft during your stay. All participation at own responsibility. You should be in good
health and have an average physical condition and a sure foot and no fear of heights. We
recommend you to book your own travel insurance in advance.
Never walk the mountains alone. We always keep to the marked path. For your safety please obey
all instructions from your tour leader and local guides at all times. Please always keep in mind, that
we don’t leave any trash in the nature, but we bring it back to the valley into a garbage can. During
the hiking it is a part of the good manners to greet other hikers with a short „hello“ or „Grüss
Gott“ or have a small talk with them. This keeps everybody in a good mood! A detailled packing
list will be send to you after your confirmed booking.
We are looking forward to our Bavarian tour - and to meet you!

Marjut ja Manfred Langefeld
www.weinwelt-langefeld.com

